
 
Briefing for the Public Petitions Committee 

Petition Number: PE1297

Main Petitioner: Ranald Alasdair MacDonald of Keppoch 

Subject: Dutchas/Duthchaich system of land tenure 

Calls on the Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to investigate 
Scottish landownership and tenure under the ‘Dutchas/Duthchaich’ or ‘native 
title’ system of land tenure 

Background 
Initial research carried out to inform this briefing has not produced a great deal 
of definitive additional information on what the petitioner refers to as the 
‘Dutchas’ or ‘Duthchaich’ system of land tenure.  However, discussions with a 
number of academics (with interests in either Scots history or land law) 
suggest that the concept of holding land on this basis: 

• may have been founded on a strong historic belief held by people living 
in the highlands and islands of Scotland that occupancy of a piece of 
land for a period of time (sometimes described as being held through 
possession and ‘the sword’) established a moral right to continue in 
occupation of that land 

• may have predated the introduction of feudal tenure to Scotland (around 
the 12th Century) but continued to be held as important by people living 
in the highlands and islands for an extended period after the introduction 
of feudalism 

• although not having a clear legal basis (eg no written title or clear 
acknowledgement of rights by the state), may have been left largely 
unchallenged (whether by the Crown/Government or clan chiefs) in 
some parts of Scotland until the 18th Century (eg a clan chief may have 
held land on the basis of a feudal charter whilst not challenging the belief 
of clan members that the same land was held on the basis of ‘Dutchas’) 

• may have led to tension when the concept of holding land on this basis 
was challenged or ignored by people holding the same land under 
legally recognised feudal titles (eg when economic interests of the two 
groups diverged) 

The above concept of land holding does not appear to have received much 
attention during what has been a period of significant reform to the system of 
property law in the early years of the new Scottish Parliament.  In November 
2004, the Abolition of Feudal Tenure etc (Scotland) Act 2000, the Title 
Conditions (Scotland) Act 2003 and the Tenements (Scotland) Act 2004 came 
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fully into force.  As its name suggests, the first of these acts abolished the 
feudal system of landownership in Scotland.  It replaced the feudal system 
with one of outright ownership.  Further information on the reforms in this area 
is set out in the SPICe briefing ‘Feudal Abolition, Title Conditions and the Law 
relating to Tenements: after 28 November 2004’ (Dewar 2004). 

Prior to its abolition, feudal tenure had become by far the most common form 
of land tenure in Scotland.  The author of ‘Scottish Land Law’ (Gordon, 2nd ed 
1999) noted that: 

“Its introduction was gradual and some kings, such as David I 
(1124–53), favoured it more than others, but it has become almost 
the universal form of landownership in Scotland.” (para 2-07) 

The author went on to consider various non-feudal forms of land tenure (para 
3-01 to 3-25).  However, this discussion does not appear to include 
consideration of the form of land tenure highlighted in the petition 

The legislative reforms mentioned above followed detailed examination of, 
and the publication of, reports on relevant areas of law by the Scottish Law 
Commission.  The reports included a ‘Report on Abolition of the Feudal 
System’ (1999) containing some information about existing non-feudal and 
other non-standard forms of land tenure.  For example, see the discussion of 
‘udal and other allodial land’ at paragraphs 7.19 to 7.23, and of ‘non-standard 
tenures’ at paragraphs 8.1 to 8.12.  However, it does not appear to include 
discussion of the form of land tenure highlighted in the petition. 

The petitioner notes that he has been in contact with Professor Robert Rennie 
(professor of conveyancing at Glasgow University) in relation to the issues 
now raised in the petition.  Professor Rennie has confirmed that they did 
correspond in relation to this historic form of land tenure. 

Frazer McCallum 
Senior Research Specialist 
3 December 2009 

SPICe research specialists are not able to discuss the content of petition briefings 
with petitioners or other members of the public.  However if you have any comments 
on any petition briefing you can email us at spice@scottish.parliament.uk. 

Every effort is made to ensure that the information contained in petition briefings is 
correct at the time of publication.  Readers should be aware however that these 
briefings are not necessarily updated or otherwise amended to reflect subsequent 
changes. 
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